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DinnerDork | Dinner Made Easy! (contact@dinnerdork.com)

To:

crazycheewawa@yahoo.com;

Date:

Tuesday, April 21, 2015 1:37 AM

DinnerDork is a custom menu and meal planning service that makes it easy to enjoy
stress-free home cooked meals that are wholesome and delicious.
We provide weekly menus, recipes and organized shopping lists that compliment
your lifestyle and save precious time.
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Use this exclusive coupon code, SAVE25 to join DinnerDork for only $6/month!

DinnerDork Includes

Feature-Rich
Recipes

Elegant Weekly
Menus
Each week you'll receive
access to meal plans for
all 6 cuisine types.
Elegantly displayed and
accessible on your
computer, tablet or
smart phone.

Each recipe includes a
full color picture,
preparation and cook
time information,
nutritional information,
and easy-to-follow
instructions. Plus, you
can click on a button to
automatically update the
recipe for the exact
number of servings you
need.

Smart Shopping
Lists
Each week, you'll
receive access to
grocery shopping lists
for each of the 6 meal
plan menus. Grocery
lists are pre-sorted into
easy-shopping
categories, and allow
you to make updates for
the exact number of
servings you need.
Shop the dynamic list
directly from your
smartphone or tablet, or
print it and bring it with
you wherever you like to
shop!

Plus, you have complete access to add
and remove recipes according to your
preferences, making the experience truly
unique!
DinnerDork isn't an expensive, potentially
wasteful grocery service:
You aren't stuck with recipes you
don't like.
You aren't locked into received
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expensive grocery deliveries.
You aren't restricted to any one
meal plan.
You aren't stuck on an outdate
platform
DinnerDork is a highly customizable meal
plan, recipe and grocery list membership
that is simply Dinner Made Easy!
You get access to everything all the
time
You can shop wherever you prefer,
using the coupons and discounts
you like
You can eat food the way you want
All accessible on your computer,
tablet, or via any of our free-withmembership smartphone apps
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